ACTIVITIES

Beginners' Communication Games
Jill Hadfield
Longman
40 games for beginning students of English

Book of Days, The
A resource book of activities for special days in the year
Adrian Wallwork
Cambridge University Press

Do and Understand
50 action stories for young learners
Gunter Gerngross, Herbert Puchta
Contains photocopiable picture sequences and activity worksheets.

Elementary Communication Games
Jill Hadfield
Longman
40 games for elementary students of English

Elementary Grammar Games
A collection of grammar games and activities for elementary students of English
Jill Hadfield
Longman
Contains photocopiable material.

Elementary Vocabulary Games
A collection of vocabulary games and activities for elementary students of English
Jill Hadfield
Longman
Contains photocopiable material

Festivals and Special Days in Britain
Classroom Photocopiable Timesavers
Melanie Birdsall
Scholastic

First Resort
Photocopiable Worksheets and Activities for Beginner Students of English
Rosemary Picking, Margaret Prudden
P&P Publications

For and Against!
English Activities to Photocopy
Patrick Daley, Michael Dahlie
Scholastic
Friends, Families & Folk Tales  
*A Collection of Students' Writing with Activities for English Language Development*  
Marina Spiegel, Helen Sutherland  
London Language and Literacy Unit  

Games for Language Learning  
Andrew Wight, David Betteridge and Michael Buckby  
Cambridge University Press  

**Instant Lessons 1**  
*Elementary*  
Deirdre Howard-Williams, Mary Tomalin, Peter Watcyn-Jones, Edward Woods  
Pearson Education/Penguin English Photocopiables  

**Instant Lessons 2**  
*Intermediate*  
Deirdre Howard-Williams, Mary Tomalin, Peter Watcyn-Jones, Edward Woods  
Pearson Education/Penguin English Photocopiables  

Intermediate Communication Games  
Jill Hadfield  
Longman  
40 games for pre-intermediate and intermediate students of English  

Intermediate Vocabulary Games  
*A collection of grammar games and activities for intermediate students of English*  
Jill Hadfield  
Longman  
Contains photocopiable material  

Reading Games  
*A Collection of Reading Games and Activities for Intermediate to Advanced Students of English*  
Jill and Charles Hadfield  
Longman  

**Top Class Activities, Book 1**  
*50 Fun Games and Activities*  
Peter Watcyn-Jones  
Penguin  

**Vocabulary 1**  
*Games and Activities*  
Peter Watcyn-Jones  
Pearson Education/Penguin English Photocopiables  

**Vocabulary 2**  
*Games and Activities*  
Peter Watcyn-Jones  
Pearson Education/Penguin English Photocopiables
Writing Games
_A Collection of Writing Games and Creative Activities for Low Intermediate to Advanced Students of English_
Charles Hadfield, Jill Hadfield
Longman

Way with Words, A
_Resource Pack 2: Vocabulary Activities, intermediate to upper intermediate_
Stuart Redman, Robert Ellis, Geraldine Mark
Cambridge University Press

Writing Works
_Using a Genre Approach for Teaching Writing to Adults and Young People in ESOL and Basic Education Classes_
Marina Spiegel, Helen Sunderland
London Language & Literacy Unit
COURSE BOOKS

Blueprint One
Students' Book
Brian Abbs & Ingrid Freebairn
Longman

Blueprint One
Teacher's Book
Brian Abbs & Ingrid Preebairn
Longman

Blueprint Two
Student's Book
Brian Abbs & Ingrid Freebairn
Longman

Cutting Edge
Upper Intermediate Student's Book
Sarah Cunningham, Peter Moor
Longman

Cutting Edge
Upper Intermediate Workbook
Jane Comyns Carr, Frances Eales
Longman

Elementary Task Listening
Jacqueline St Clair Stokes
Cambridge University Press

Elementary Task Listening
Teacher's Book
Jacqueline St Clair Stokes
Cambridge University Press

Handshake Student's Book
A Course in Communication
Peter Viney, Karen Viney
Oxford University Press

Handshake Teacher's Book
A Course in Communication
Peter Viney, Karen Viney
Oxford University Press

Introducing English Pronunciation
A Teacher's Guide to Tree or Three? and Ship or Sheep?
Ann Baker
Cambridge University Press
New Headway English Course
*Upper-intermediate Teacher's Resource Book*
Liz & John Soars
Oxford University Press

New Headway English Course
*Upper-intermediate Workbook with Key*
Liz & John Soars with Jo Devoy
Oxford University Press

New Headway Pronunciation Course
*Elementary*
Sarah Cunningham, Peter Moor
Oxford University Press

New Headway Pronunciation Course
*Upper-intermediate*
Sarah Cunningham, Peter Moor
Oxford University Press

NEW, New Headway
*Intermediate Teacher's Resource book*
Matt Castle, Mark Uribe, John and Liz Soars
Oxford University Press

Reward
*Pre-intermediate Student's Book*
Simon Greenall
Macmillan Heinemann

Reward
*Upper-intermediate Resource Pack*
Susan Kay
Macmillan Heinemann

Ship or Sheep?
*An Intermediate Pronunciation Course*
Ann Baker
Cambridge University Press

Task Listening
Lesley Blundell and Jackie Stokes
Cambridge University Press

Task Listening
*Teacher's Book*
Lesley Blundell and Jackie Stokes
Cambridge University Press
Teaching Basic Literacy to ESOL Learners
*A Training Course for ESOL Practitioners*
Marina Spiegel, Helen Sunderland
London Development Agency

Tree or Three?
*An Elementary Pronunciation Course*
Ann Baker
Cambridge University Press
DICTIONARIES

Basic Japanese-English Dictionary
*An easy-to-use dictionary for beginners*
The Japan Foundation

Bilingual Visual Dictionary
*English-Arabic*
Jean-Claude Corbeil, Ariane Archambault
Milet

Collins Chinese Dictionary
HarperCollins

Collins English Learner's Dictionary
David J Carver, Michael J Wallace, John Cameron
Collins

Collins Russian Dictionary
*Russian-English English-Russian*
HarperCollins

Concise Oxford English-Arabic Dictionary, The
Oxford University Press

Concise Oxford Spanish Dictionary, The
*Spanish-English English-Spanish*
Oxford University Press

Concise Pronouncing Dictionary of British and American English, A
J Windsor Lewis
Oxford University Press

Dictionary Thesaurus
Covent Garden Books

English-Urdu Dictionary
Dr Abdul Haq
Star Publications

Farsi-English English-Farsi
A M Miandi
Hippocrene Concise Dictionary

Longman Photo Dictionary Activity Book
Janet Olearski
Longman
New Oxford Picture Dictionary, The
*English-Polish*
Maciej Sienicki
Oxford University Press

**Oxford Wordpower**
Oxford University Press

Pocket Oxford-Duden German Dictionary, The
*German-English English-German*
Oxford University Press

Sanseido's Daily Concise English Dictionary
*English-Japanese Japanese-English*
Sanseido

Turkish-English Modern Dictionary
Fono

Urdu-English Dictionary
Dr Abdul Haq
Star Publications
GRAMMAR

Advanced Vocabulary and Idiom
B J Thomas
Nelson

Alphabetical Order
30 Photocopiable Worksheets for Adult Learners
Sue Butterworth, Mel Cane
ABC Production

Blends
30 Photocopiable Worksheets for Adult Learners
Sue Butterworth, Mel Cane
ABC Production

Elementary Vocabulary
B J Thomas
Nelson

English Grammar in Use
A Self-Study Reference and Practice Book for Intermediate Students of English (with Answers)
Raymond Murphy
Cambridge University Press

English Grammar in Use - Supplementary Exercises (with answers)
Louise Hashemi, Raymond Murphy
Cambridge University Press

English Idioms for Foreign Students
A J Worrall
Longman

Essential Grammar in Use
A Self-Study Reference and Practice Book for Elementary Students of English (with Answers)
Raymond Murphy
Cambridge University Press

Essential Grammar in Use - Supplementary Exercises (with answers)
Helen Naylor, Raymond Murphy
Cambridge University Press

Form Filling
30 Photocopiable Worksheets for Adult Learners
Sue Butterworth, Mel Cane
ABC Production
Homophones
*30 Photocopiable Worksheets for Adult Learners*
Sue Butterworth, Mel Cane
ABC Production

Intermediate Vocabulary
BJ Thomas
Nelson

Practical English Usage
Michael Swan
Oxford University Press

Punctuation 1
*30 Photocopiable Worksheets for Adult Learners*
Sue Butterworth, Mel Cane
ABC Production

Punctuation 2
*30 Photocopiable Worksheets for Adult Learners*
Sue Butterworth, Mel Cane
ABC Production

Self-Access Grammar
*An English Language Resource Bank*
Erica Buckmaster
National Extension College

Self-Access Spelling
*An Approach to Structured Spelling*
Jan Hulley
National Extension College

Self-Access Worksheets, Volume 1
*An English Language Resource Bank*
Erica Buckmaster
National Extension College

Self-Access Worksheets, Volume 2
*An English Language Resource Bank*
Erica Buckmaster
National Extension College

Vowel Sounds
*30 Photocopiable Worksheets for Adult Learners*
Sue Butterworth, Mel Cane
ABC Production
MULTICULTURAL RESOURCES

Alhambra
_A Moorish Paradise_
Gabrielle van Zuylen

A Piece of Me
_Expressions of Life by Asian young Women_
Yorkshire Women Theatre

Bagels with Babushka
Hilda Cohen
Gatehouse

Chinese Cinderella
_The Secret Story of an Unwanted Daughter_
Adeline Yen Mah
Puffin

Chinese Festivals Cookbook
Stuart Thompson/Angela Dennington
Hodder Wayland

Indian Low-Fat Cooking
_The Key to a Healthy and Exotic Diet_
Roshi Razzaq
Apple

Leaders of Religion
_Muhammad_
Dilwyn Hunt

Let's Celebrate!
_Festival Poems_
John Foster

Love of Scotland, The
Leslie Gardner
Octopus

Muhammad Ali
_The Greatest_
Jason Hook
Hodder Wayland

Nelson Mandela
_Father of Freedom_
Hakim Adi
Hodder Wayland
Only a Matter of Time
_A Story from Kosovo_
Stewart Ross
Hodder Wayland

Our Experience
_Women from Somalia, Tanzania, Bangladesh and Pakistan write about their lives_
Gatehouse

Pocket Essential Bollywood, The
Ashok Banker
Pocket Essentials

Poems from Many Cultures
_Poetry Collection 4_
Fiona Walters
Evans Brothers

Ramadan and Id-Ul-Fitr
_A World of Festivals_
Rosalind Kerven

Scotland
_Oxford Bookworms Stage 1_
Steve Flinders
Oxford University Press

Stories from India
Vayu Naidu
Wayland Publishers

Tell Me About Hajj
Saniyasnain Khan
Goodword for Kids

Traditional Tales from Africa
Vic Parker
Belitha Press

Traditional Tales from China
Vic Parker
Belitha Press

Traditional Tales from India
Vic Parker
Belitha Press

Traditional Tales from South America
Vic Parker
Belitha Press
Unarranged Marriage
Bali Rai
Corgi Books

Weddings
_Buddhist-Christian-Hindu-Jewish-Muslim-Sikh_
Linda Sonntag
Hodder Wayland

_The Other Half of History_
Fiona Macdonald
Belitha Press
READERS

1. Adult Reading

**Between Two Worlds**
Stephen Rabley
Penguin Readers/Pearson Education

**Big Bag Mistake, The**
John Escott
Penguin Readers/Pearson Education

**Billy and the Queen**
Stephen Rabley
Penguin Readers/Pearson Education

**English-Arabic**

- *Qat*
  Suad Kaid
  Ta'aleem Alnyssa

**English-Arabic**

- *My Yemeni Welsh Family*
  Saud Kaid
  Ta'aleem Alnyssa

**English-Arabic**

- *A Young Widow in a Foreign Country*
  Hurehya Muflahi
  Ta'aleem Alnyssa

**English-Somali**

- *Capital Punishment*
  Muna Ahmed
  Ta'aleem Alnyssa

**English-Somali**

- *My Son Wins a Scholarship to Oxford*
  Zeinab Ahmed
  Ta'aleem Alnyssa

**English-Somali**

- *Rahma's Scarf*
  Zeinab Ahmed
  Ta'aleem Alnyssa

**Kim's Choice**
Brigit Viney
Penguin Readers/Pearson Education
Last Photo, The
Bernard Smith
Penguin Readers/Pearson Education

Maisie and the Dolphin
Stephen Rabley
Penguin Readers/Pearson Education

New Eastenders Series, The
Fadumo Goes Shopping
Marta Paluch
Avanti

New Eastenders Series, The
From Here to There
Marta Paluch
Avanti

New Eastenders Series, The
Good Neighbours
Marta Paluch
Avanti

New Eastenders Series, The
My Son is Sick
Marta Paluch
Avanti

New Eastenders Series, The
A New Home
Marta Paluch
Avanti

New Eastenders Series, The
Rima's Day
Marta Paluch
Avanti

Real Lives
Amitabh Bachchan
Julia Holt & Shubhra Phalke
The Basic Skills Agency

Real Lives
Raj Kapoor
Julia Holt & Shubhra Phalke
The Basic Skills Agency
Real Lives
Shabana Azmi
Julia Holt & Shubhra Phalke
The Basic Skills Agency

Real Lives
Shah Rukh Khan
Julia Holt & Shubhra Phalke
The Basic Skills Agency

Real Lives
Sridevi
Julia Holt & Shubhra Phalke
The Basic Skills Agency

2. Talking Books

Beryl's Lot
Maria Edwards
Gatehouse

Best of Both Worlds, The
Tasleem Kousar
Gatehouse

Custom of Marrying Cousins, The
Nazira Ahmed
Gatehouse

First Day in College
Tabassum Ashraf
Gatehouse

Fun at Fine Fare*
Paul Wilson
Gatehouse

My Deaf Son*
Umtul Nisa
Gatehouse

Oceans Apart
Kohinoor Akter
Gatehouse

Taking Some Honey Home
Zahida Affridi
Gatehouse
Trader
Rebecca Tagoe
Gatehouse

* = audiotape missing

3. Children's Books

Dark, Dark Tale, A
Chinese & English
Ruth Brown
Mantra Publishing

Giant Turnip, The
Henriette Barkow
Mantra Books

Gift for Gita, A
Rachna Gilmore
Mantra

Over the Rainbow
Children's Rhymes from Multi-cultural Strathclyde
Strathclyde Community Relations Council

Seven Wise Princesses, The
A Medieval Persian Epic
Wafa Tarnowska
Barefoot Books
Computer Software

On all four pc's -

- SQA Access 2 - Higher Learning Support Material e-learning disc
- New Headway English Course - Elementary
- New Headway English Course - Pre-Intermediate
- New Inside Out - Beginner
- New Inside Out - Elementary
- Wordshark 4
- Numbershark 4
- Units of Sound v4.5
- Lifeskills:- Time & Money
  Smart Spender
- Numbers You Need